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Learning upgrade new readers press

Video Overview ESL Adult SchoolAdult Ed Providers can integrate Learning Upgrade into ESL and ABE classes to accelerate growth in reading and math. Students start at their own level and quickly rise through step-by-step lessons with high interest. Instructors track progress using detailed web-based reports. Learning Upgrade helps learners achieve breakthroughs to qualify for HSE diploma and CTE
programs. Immigrant and Refugee To make it easier for non-readers to get started, Learning Upgrade includes lessons on the alphabet, print awareness, phonics, numbers, and counting. The courses have proved their worth to non-literary refugees and immigrants unfamiliar with Roman script. The use of songs, videos, games and rewards provides a friendly, comfortable and private way for learners to
travel. GED® and HiSET® The new Learning Upgrade GED and HiSET math courses combined with our English courses prepare learners to pass these difficult HSE tests. Smartphone access gives learners the opportunity to learn at home, with innovative instructional videos, rigorous practice and audiovisual help for any wrong answer. These courses have proved successful for adult students who have
previously failed HSE tests on several occasions. Workforce EducationThrough Learning Upgrade, employers can enrich the lives of their employees by moving them to knowledge of reading and mathematics. Each employee can use their own smartphone at home or computer at work to complete a complete literacy and numeracy curriculum. The app can take an employee to the level at which traditional
worker training takes effect. New Readers Press is the publishing arm of ProLiteracy, the world's largest organization of adult literacy programs. For more than 50 years, we have provided educators with the teaching tools they need to teach adult students and older teenagers the skills to function in today's world. The proceeds from our product sale support ProLiteracy's mission. To ensure that our
materials are based on a solid teaching methodology, New Readers Press often gathers feedback from educators during the development process. Whether your students are new adult learners, new to the U.S., work on a high school equivalence or job, or need to learn basic math skills, we have a number of resources to help them achieve their goals. We also have useful instructions for teachers, about
teaching adult students.
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